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Thomas Bodley’s Vision


• Bodleian founded 1602


• Universal library


• Bodley’s “Republic of Letters”


• Legal deposit privilege since 1610


• 60% of Bodleian readers not members of 
Oxford University











Bodleian Library
• 400 staff


• Budget of £14m (€20.5m)


• Stock 8 million items


• 45,000 registered users


• 120 Miles (192km) of shelving 


• 123,000 monograph items and 194,000 serial 
items added each year (2 miles/3.2km added 
per annum)































































Some numbers


• Total libraries in Oxford University: 119


• Of which:
– 40 Oxford University Library Services 


(OULS) libraries


– 40 non-OULS departmental libraries 


– 39 college libraries







Oxford University Library Services


• > 700 staff (600 fte)


• 40 libraries, including the Bodleian


• Spread over 45 sites


• Budget > £24m (€36m)


• Total bookstock: 11 million items


• 160 miles (255km) of shelving, including 
repository space, growing at 3.2 miles (5.1km) 
per annum)























Major developments


• Integration of libraries into single management 
framework


• Estates strategy: physical consolidation of 
libraries


• Electronic Library and Information service for 
Oxford


• Library management system procurement


• Google Library Project







Vision for 2010: OULS Mission


• To provide the most effective university 
library service possible, in response to 
current and future users’ needs; and to 
maintain and develop access to Oxford’s 
collections as a national and international 
resource.







Vision for 2010: themes


• Serving our users


• Organising our space


• Developing our collections and services







Integration and organisational 
structure


Organisational Structure based on a subject 
approach:


Humanities, Social Sciences, Science and Medicine, 
Area Studies


Heads of Subject Areas, Subject consultants 


Collection Management, Reader Services


Functional departments: Technical Services, 
Preservation, Systems and Electronic Resources







Integration of libraries into a single 
management structure


• The aim: to enhance services to users


• The objective: to use resources more 
effectively


• The task: to create a unified central library 
system for the University







Integration = Rationalisation


• Rationalisation of collections – deduplication, best 
possible location of stock  


• Rationalisation of staff structures, grades


• Rationalisation of estate


• Integration achieved through extensive consultation with 
academic community and with staff! (Oxford University is 
a very consultative institution)







Integration (1)


• Integration proposals approved Feb 2000


• The OULS: currently 40 libraries in one 
structure


• Accelerated progress recommended by 
University Council’s Review of Integration 
(March 2003)







Integration (2)


• Working towards an integrated financial strategy 
(activity-based costing; budgetary transparency; 
reallocation of resources – LMAM Library 
Materials Allocation Model )


• Staff Establishment Review completed March 
2005 (benchmarking; removal of anomalies; in 
search of more effective service and savings)







Integration (3)


• An integrated approach to collection 
management across all OULS libraries 
(Head of Collection Management 
appointed October 2003)


• An integrated approach to reader services 
(Head of OULS Reader Services post 
appointed October 2004)







Estates Strategy


• General
– High-use stock on central Oxford sites


– Low-use stock in the depository


– Greatly increase the available electronic 
resource


– Consolidate the physical estate to provide an 
improved, more efficient and cost-effective 
service (reduction from 45 physical locations 
to 12?)







Major estates developments


• New Social Science Library completed 2004


• Automated Depository at Osney Mead


• Redevelopment of the Radcliffe Science Library


• New Medical Research and Information Centre


• Redevelopment of the New Bodleian Library


• Construction of a Humanities Lending Library on the 
Radcliffe Infirmary site







Current offsite (remote) storage


• New Bodleian stack holdings already 30% over 
design capacity


• Conditions in the stack need upgrading
• Repository units at Nuneham Courtenay (near 


Oxford) cannot be developed further (1.3M vols)
• Commercial storage in the West Country and 


DeepStore (a salt-mine in Cheshire) currently 
being used to store some low-use stock


• Paying recurrent costs of commercial storage 
not a solution







Depository


• Key to delivery of the OULS estates strategy, 
and service improvement


• Large enough to accommodate 8-9M volumes


• High-bay automated retrieval system


• 4.4 M volumes will be transferred initially


• Will leave space for decants and, ultimately, 20 
years’ growth in stock


• Ready 1st quarter 2007 (?)















Social Sciences


• Social Science Library in Manor Road – has been 
highly praised


• Result of the physical consolidation of a number of 
smaller libraries


• Physical consolidation of the International 
Development Library (summer 2005)


• Refugee Studies Library expected to be physically 
integrated in due course











Radcliffe Science and Hooke Libraries
• Radcliffe Science Library (RSL) and Hooke will 


be merged and distinction between the libraries 
removed


• Result: a combined lending and reference 
library, with greater focus on undergraduate use 
than previously


• One classified sequence for monographs in the 
reading rooms (LC)


• Policy of reclassifying all open-shelf material to 
Library of Congress (formalised 4 July 2005)


• Geography Library will be integrated into RSL 
(2006/2007)







Radcliffe Science and Hooke Libraries (2)


• Other OULS Science Libraries also to be 
integrated?


• Physical integration of non-OULS libraries 
(ELISO)?


• Greatly increased availability of electronic 
resource


• Increased network access (PCs or wireless)


• Longer opening hours







Medical libraries


• Cairns Library at the John Radcliffe Hospital 
remains the principal medical library in OULS


• Proposed Medical Research and Information 
Centre (MRIC) on the Old Road campus


• MRIC will accommodate key materials from the 
Cairns RI, the Cairns Churchill and the current 
Old Road campus (IHS) libraries 


• Four libraries consolidated into two











Old Bodleian


• Upper and Lower Reading Rooms – general 
reading rooms, as now


• Books from the depository will be delivered by 
van to the New Bodleian, thence to the Old
Bodleian via the conveyor


• Duke Humfrey’s Library – will continue as a 
reading room; will NOT become a museum


• Conveyor will be refurbished, but not extended











Radcliffe Camera


• Lack of modern delivery system


• Need to manhandle books 150 yds through 
underground tunnel and up (and down) 65 steps


• Camera itself holds fewer than 50,000 vols


• Move of current Camera stock to Radcliffe
Infirmary site in 2010/2011


• After 2010/2011, Camera will be used for 
University academic purposes











New Bodleian


• Redevelop with a Special Collections focus


• Special Collections stock currently in other 
OULS libraries would transfer to the New
Bodleian


• Special Collections Reading Rooms, OULS 
Admissions Office relocated from the Clarendon 
Building


• Staff offices for Special Collections and other 
staff







New Bodleian (2)


• Permanent exhibition space, remodelled 
entrance hall and reception area


• Digital creation centre


• Conference-related facilities


• Seminar Rooms


• Rooms for visiting scholars using the collections


• A Centre of Excellence for Research in the 
Humanities















Radcliffe Infirmary site


• New Humanities and Area Studies library: larger 
than originally proposed


• Undergraduate and 1st level research (taught 
postgraduate) support


• Consideration being given to physical 
consolidation of all Humanities and Area Studies 
faculty and departmental library collections on 
the Royal Infirmary site 


• Consolidation of twelve libraries into one?







ELISO


• Electronic Library and Information Service for 
Oxford


• Assessment of: 
– costs of current information provision for scientific and 


medical departments – space, subscriptions, staffing 
costs


– feasibility of increasing electronic provision for ALL 
academic divisions


• Ties in closely with OULS estates strategy







ELISO: Some figures


• Spend on electronic information (£ 000): 
– Harvard: 2,803 (€4,150)
– Yale: 2,080 (€3,078)
– Auckland 2,812 (€4,160)
– Imperial College London 1,298 (€1,920)
– Oxford: 739 (€1,094)


• Oxford: need to increase recurrent expenditure 
by £1M (€1.48M) to £1.75M  (€2.59M) at current 
prices







ELISO: main recommendation


• Implementation of the Report’s business plan so as to 
catch up with the level of electronic information currently 
available at other world-class research institutions
– Investment required
– Programme of savings will result in positive cash flow 


after 5 years and full financial payback after 10 years
– Would involve the physical consolidation of libraries 


into the Radcliffe Science Library, with low-use stock 
going to the new depository at Osney Mead, and 
greatly enhancing the available electronic resource







Google Library Project objectives 
in outline


• To digitise materials from five major research 
libraries:  Harvard, Michigan, New York Public, 
Oxford, Stanford


• To create OCR’d text, with indexes for search 
and retrieval via Google search services and
Google Print Services


• To provide online searching and access to 
hitherto inaccessible printed materials for the 
public worldwide







Google digitisation


• Agreement signed 13 December 2004
• Propose to digitise 19th-century out-of-copyright 


material: 1 - 1.5M items
• Digitisation will take place on University 


premises, starting Autumn 2005
• Expected to take up to 3 years
• Google bears virtually all the cost
• The ‘Oxford Digital Copy’ – image and OCR files







Oxford Digital Copy
• Page images likely to be JPEG 2000 


• OCR’d text


• Linked to Oxford catalogue record


• Will be able to navigate the digitised book 


• Oxford and other libraries’ material will be hosted on a
Google server, in the first instance


• Oxford may sub-license the rights grants to all or any of 
the other UK deposit libraries, subject to them 
covenanting individually with Google
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Acting Director of University Library Services 
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